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Miss Harriet Sophie Clarke (1846-1926) Headmistress Lord Digby's School (LDS) 1885-1905 

LDS was founded as a charity school in 1743 and following Elementary Education Acts of 1870 and 

1880 the school became a Public Elementary School with fees of 9d per week. Although the school 

was now no longer a charity school (fees had to be collected and the school had to pay its way) the 

Charity and the Governors (and its funds) still maintained contact and an 

interest in the running of the school. On 10 March 1885 Miss Clarke was 

appointed. She was born in Cheltenham and was teaching there at the 

time of her appointment. She was a 'First Class Certificated Teacher'. There 

was a succession of assistant teachers until the appointment, in 1890, of 

Miss Alice Elizabeth Roche. Miss Clarke and Miss Roche would teach 

together in Sherborne until 1905.  

(Clerk to the governors was Mr T C Bartlett and Canon Lyon was the 

chairman On the right is the only possible photograph to be found so far of 

Miss Clarke.) 

Miss H C Thomson, in her history of the school Lord Digby's School states: 'The history of the school 

cannot be understood until it is realised that its sources of income were few and slender indeed’. 

Miss Thomson writes: 'In the first two reports from her Majesty's Inspector we read that the school 

had made an admirable start and the work throughout was of first rate quality. "In every subject 

marked success has been achieved and the results point to a very intelligent training". Miss Clarke 

must have been versatile indeed, for she taught, besides general subjects, Botany, Geometry, 

Freehand Drawing, and a mysterious subject called Physiography and the Governors refer to 

"technical instruction in certain subjects such as French". It was desirable to encourage "technical" 

subjects as they carried extra grant. The Science Master at Foster's School sometimes marked the 

Botany papers and we are told that on one occasion he reported "these papers are very good 

indeed. Taking their ages into consideration they all deserve a prize" '. 

The school was always short of funds and there is no doubt that this was a turbulent time for both 

the school and for Miss Clarke. Miss Thomson concludes, however, 'there is little doubt that during 

the twenty years that Miss Clarke taught at the school the welfare of the girls was paramount‘. 

There had been criticism of the conditions at the school during Miss Clarke's first two years by the 

schools' inspector and larger premises were deemed necessary. Canon Young, headmaster of 

Sherborne School, offered a five year lease at £60 per year on Westbury House  and in 1887 with 75 

pupils and with a view to attracting more plus better working conditions the school house was 

rented out and the school moved over the road to larger premises. It was hoped that the 

improvements to the premises would attract more pupils but with the newly opened St Anthony's, 

just along the road, accepting Anglican pupils as well as Roman Catholic pupils these additional 

pupils did not materialise. The Foundation House had been rented for £10 per year but finding the 

other £50 to pay the rent on the improved premises had proved impossible and so they had to move 

back over the road in 1892 and into the foundation house once again. 

To help reduce the shortfall Foster’s Foundation gives £21 per year in Exhibitions and Miss Clarke is 

charged £15 15s for rent of her ‘apartments’ per year out of a salary of £80. The Clerk gave up his 
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salary altogether and paid all postage for many years. The schools inspector recommenced his 

criticisms. The railway, the silk mill and many local people chipped in. 1893 the Almshouse lent the 

Governors £200 on the security of Ashcombe Farm. New accommodation desperately needed – 

1894 plans drawn up to build a new school to cost about £750 – plans dropped  ‘architect did badly 

out of the affair’ it was remarked at the time.  1895 Headmistress salary reduced from £80 a year to 

£45 and Assistant from £80 to £40. 1897 some good news as Ashcombe timber brought in £149 

1897 a Governor Mr Dalwood (described by Miss Thomson as the ‘builder of curious bungalow in 

North Road’) suggested buying St Swithin’s Laundry – time was short the governors raised a 

mortgage on the building and on Ashcombe Farm and purchased the property for LDS for £950. Mr 

Digby came up trumps and bought the old school for £200. The Charity Commissioners were not 

happy  - and Mr Digby goes to London to 

‘pour oil on very troubled waters’ and 

while this was going on the school moved 

in. A prospectus was printed emphasising 

the airy position in the town. They would 

be there for 34 years 

Miss Thomson found a cache of Miss 

Clarke's letters at the DHC and they give 

an account of Miss Clarke's valiant 

attempts to keep the school viable and to 

concentrate on improving the education 

of the girls in her charge. She found 

evidence in one of Miss Clarke's letters 

which enabled her to conclude that Miss 

Clarke seems to have held ideas which 

were advanced for her day for she writes 

'I do not know if I have told you but I have 

five girls in correspondence with the 

same number of girls in France I think it 

improves them and not only in French'.  A 

postcard bought via eBay, dated 26 

February 1902, sent to Henriette a French 

Schoolgirl at a school in Beauvais, 60 

miles north of Paris now confirms this. The postcard was sent by Ella Dilliston and in it she outlines 

some of the main buildings in Sherborne giving a little of the history of the town. She also says: 'I 

think that some of the girls in our school write to other girls in your college.'  Who was Ella Dilliston? 

Ella was born in 1886 the fourth child of Josiah and Ellen Dilliston. Josiah was a tailor and the family 

lived in Long Street 

At the start of the 20th century, the Education Act 1902 abolished school boards, etc, and replaced 

them with Local Education Authorities (LEAs). The LEAs remit included secondary education for the 

first time and also enabled the new LEAs to make secondary schools available for the training of 

pupil-teachers. This new legislation meant a major upheaval for LDS, and for Harriet Clarke and Alice 

Roche. 
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From the files, a letter dated 20 September 1904, from the Department of Education in London, 

refers to the proposal by Dorset County Council to merge LDS with Foster's School. The aim was to 

continue with the provision of boys’ secondary education (at Fosters), and to use LDS to provide 

secondary education for girls and at the same time use LDS as a Teacher Training School (the girl 

pupils would provide practice for the pupil teachers).  

However, well intentioned, the manner in which this change was carried out appears, from the file 

documentation, to have been less than sensitive. One letter (dated 5 December 1903) speaks of the 

writer’s surprise while he 'has known for months of the intent of the County Council Education 

Committee to close LDS as an Elementary School at the end of the School Year, this has not been 

communicated to the School Managers or Head Teacher'. Again, little or no account appears to have 

been taken of the wishes of Miss Clarke (far less of Alice Roche) as to how they saw their future and 

the type of teaching that they wished or, possibly, were capable of. 

However, negotiations of some form were underway for on 31 January 1905 there is a letter from 

Dorset County Council Education Committee stating that in regard to Miss H S Clarke 'they have 

considered the application to be placed on a Scale of Salaries, but cannot grant this'. However, the 

decision had been taken to increase her annual salary to £85, as the letter notes, an increase of £5. 

This would be payable from 1 October 1904. A similar letter of the same date, noted that A E Roche, 

Assistant Teacher, would have an annual salary to £45, an increase of £5. 

A further letter of 27 February 1905 notes that as 'the scheme for the amalgamation of LDS and 

Fosters is not particularly complex, the move to new premises could take place after Easter….  As a 

result, 3 months notice should be given to Miss Clarke'.  

A letter of 4 March 1905 noted that as LDS was to close as a Public Elementary School from 30 April, 

Miss Clarke should be asked to resign, or given notice. A formal letter giving 3 months notice was 

dated 10 March 1905.A letter of 16 March 1905 requests that there be a testimonial for Miss Clarke 

and Miss Roche. From another set of files, a letter dated 8 April 1905 notes that the proposal to 

merge LDS with Fosters School, was sanctioned by the Department of Education in London. 

A County Council letter of 22 April noted that Miss Clarke only wished to be employed in 'Town 

Schools' - the significance of this terminology is not known, but probably relates to her not wishing 

to work in what was going to be a girls' secondary school, with provision for teacher training.  

The proposed amalgamation with Foster's school came to nothing and the outcome of all this 

upheaval was that in May 1905 LDS became a Secondary School for Girls, with a leaving age of 

sixteen and with fees at £2 for day girls per term and £10 for boarders per term. Free places were 

available by examination (as a result of Lord Digby’s Charitable Trust). At the same time it was to 

become a Pupil Teachers’ Centre, with pupils having a six month study block and a six month 

teaching practice block (the pupil teachers were split into two groups, one undertaking teaching 

duties while the other studied, and then vice versa). A Board of Governors was now jointly 

established for Foster’s and Lord Digby’s Schools. 

Thus, with the new organization due to start after Easter 1905, it was only early in that year that file 

correspondence appeared relating to the period of notice to be given to Miss Clarke and Miss Roche 
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(3 months) and who should pay this money (they would no longer be in post at the expiry of their 

notice) and who would pay any gratuity. 

The upshot of what appears to be a shoddy affair was that Miss Clarke, after 20 years of service as 

Headmistress, left employment and Sherborne around Easter of 1905. She left accompanied by Alice 

Roche and the two ladies took up residence in Churchdown, between Cheltenham and Gloucester. It 

was probably natural that they should return to the area of their home town. They opened a girls' 

school which they named Girton House. 

(Much of the above has been taken from Miss Thomson's book and also from the work undertaken 

by Jim Linton who began to research his son's house and found it to have been a school run by Miss 

Roche. I sent Jim a copy of Miss Thomson's book and he visited the DHC here are his final 

comments.) 

FINAL COMMENTS AFTER READING MISS THOMSON'S BOOK - From Jim Linton 

'Miss Thomson’s booklet is an absolute goldmine. Concise and with all the available information 

written up in a most readable form, I found it most useful and revealing. I now better understand 

the origin and development of LDS.  

When I visited the DHC, I had a day to review the large amount of LDS information. I therefore read, 

skimmed and skipped thru the many documents, hoping that what I focused on was going to give 

the “best” or more productive results. Having done that, I can appreciate, a little, the amount of 

effort that Miss Thomson must have put in – the Minute Book alone would need at least a day to 

read and make useful notes! 

Based on my superficial survey and reading, I did not pick up the extent of the involvement of the 

Governors in the nefarious dealings with Miss Clarke and Miss Roche. On reflection it is not 

surprising that this was the case. The LEA wanted a Girl’s School and a Pupil Training Centre – the 

Governors wanted some sort of financial stability and income. The combined effect was that both 

were working together, albeit with different aims. The upshot was that the ladies did not matter, 

and were almost a hindrance to their plans. Given the Governors treatment of the previous 

incumbent (Miss Kenerstone), they do not appear to have shown much charity or humanity to their 

“employees" '.  

See following letter sent by Miss Clarke.  

Barbara Elsmore June 2019 
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